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Agenda

9:10-9:30 Session 1 - The Future of Fighting Financial Crime
Speaker: Aravind Narayan, Risk Solutions Specialist EMEA, Refinitiv
9:30-10:40 Session 2 – Financial Crime 2.0 Programme
Speakers: Kayla Izenman, Research Analyst, Centre for Financial Crime & Security Studies, RUSI
Nick Maxwell, Head of the Future of Financial Intelligence Sharing (FFIS) Programme

10:40-11:00 Coffee Break
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Agenda

11:00-11:40 Session 3 – Managing the risk of non-compliance in AML whilst reducing total cost of ownership
Speakers: Neil Marshall, Data & Screening Specialist, FinScan
Jacob Thompson, Head of Market Development – Risk, Refinitiv
11:40-12:20 Session 4 - Ultimate Beneficial Ownership
Speaker: Aravind Narayan, Risk Solutions Consultant EMEA, Refinitiv
12:20-13:00 Session 5 - High risk customers and third parties
Speaker: Kathleen Wainwright, Regional Managers of Business Intelligence EMEA, Refinitiv
13:00-14:00 Networking Lunch
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Kayla Izenman
Research Analyst
Royal United Services Institute for Defence and Security Studies
(RUSI)

Financial Crime 2.0:
Exploiting Opportunities, Mitigating Risks

Refinitiv Risk Revealed – Dublin
3 October 2019

Overview
• Introduction to RUSI’s Financial Crime 2.0 research
programme
Threats

Opportunities

How are cybercriminal
proceeds laundered?

How can data analytics be
used for better AML
supervision and enforcement?

How can money be laundered
through online businesses
(cryptocurrency, online
gambling, online games & ecommerce?

How can technology lead to
better financial crime
outcomes rather than
following processes?

Financial Crime and Technology
1. How are the proceeds of high-tech (cyber) crime
laundered?
2. How is cryptocurrency exploited by criminals?
3. What other sectors should we be concerned about?

Financial Dimension of Cybercrime
Estimates of the scale of cybercrime are contentious, but here are some
examples:
Attack

Proceeds

Year

Bithumb

525 million XEM
(≈$550 million)

January 2018

DDOS extorsion against
a South Korean web
hosting company

US$1 million

Mid-2017

Carbanak/Cobalt bank
intrusions

US$1-2 million per attack

2014-present

Mt. Gox hack

660,000 BTC
2011-2013
(≈US$3.0 billion in current prices)

Laundering of Cybercriminal Proceeds
Making money in fiat currency
(1) Bank account takeovers
(2) SWIFT intrusions

Making money in cash
(1) ATM hacking

Making money in crypto

GENERATING
PROCEEDS

(1) Trading w/ other criminals
(2) Ransomware/DDOS extortion
(3) Theft of cryptocurrency
(4) Cryptojacking

(2) Deactivating card withdrawal limits

(1) Money mule
accounts

MOVING
PROCEEDS

(2) Corporate accounts
(3) Mules picking up
cash

ULTIMATE USE

(1) Crypto-to-fiat
exchanges
(2) Crypto-to-crypto
exchanges
(3) P2P exchanges
(4) Mixers
(5) Gambling websites
(6) Off-blockchain
transactions

Cryptocurrency Ecosystem
Wallets

Fiat-toCrypto
Exchanges

Mining

Dark
Web
Markets

Mixers

Gambling
Websites

Crypto-toCrypto
Exchanges

P2P
Exchanges

Risks of P2P Exchanges

Cryptocurrency Enforcement Actions
Year Name

Country Alleged Misconduct

Outcome

2019 Bestmixer.IO

NL

2019 Reginald
Fowler and
Ravid Yosef
2019 Eric Powers

US

Dutch law enforcement seized
the servers and are analysing
the mixer’s activities.
Case pending.

US

2019 ‘Cryptocurrenc Spain
y laundering’
criminal group
2017 BTC-e
US

2015 Ripple Labs
Incorporated

US

According to the Dutch, it was one of the world’s three
largest mixers and ‘many of the mixed cryptocurrencies on
Bestmixer.io had a criminal origin or destination’.
Allegedly opened bank accounts on behalf of unregistered
crypto exchanges while claiming the accounts would be
used for the proceeds of real estate investments.
Eric Powers provided exchange services by entering into P2P
transactions on a regular basis. In doing so, he did not
register with FinCEN, nor did he comply with other AML/CTF
obligations.
Spanish Civil Guard arrested eight people and charged eight
more for converting crypto into fiat currency for OCGs

FinCEN’s civil penalty of
US$35,000;also forfeited
$100,000 and 237.5 BTC
Case pending.

One of the largest crypto exchanges from 2011 2017.
FinCEN’s civil penalty of $110
According to the DOJ, BTC-e ‘lacked basic AML controls’ and million; the alleged operator’s
was ‘designed to help criminals launder their proceeds’.
extradition to France, Russia
or the US pending in Greece.
Ripple Labs was issuing XRP in exchange for fiat without
FinCEN’s civil penalty of
registering with FinCEN or complying with other AML/CTF
$700,000; criminal charges
obligations.
were settled out of court.

Online Gaming

Nick Maxwell
Head of the Future of Financial Intelligence Sharing (FFIS)
Programme
The Royal United Services Institute (RUSI)

Future of Financial Intelligence Sharing
(FFIS) research programme
Understanding the role of public-private financial
information-sharing partnerships to detect, prevent
and disrupt crime.

www.future-fis.com

What are financial informationsharing partnerships?

A wide variety of partnership
approaches have emerged

UK
Joint Money Laundering Intelligence Taskforce (JMLIT)

2015

Canada: Major Reporters Forum

2016

Australia: Fintel Alliance

2017

Hong Kong

2017

Fraud and Money Laundering Intelligence Taskforce (FMLIT)

Singapore
Anti-Money Laundering and Countering the Financing of Terrorism Industry Partnership (ACIP)

2017

U.S. FinCEN Exchange

2017

The Netherlands TF Taskforce

2017

Europol

2017

Financial Intelligence Public/Private Partnership (EFIPPP)

Impacts reported/recorded:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

An increase in the number of suspicious reports addressing
threats prioritised by the partnership.
More timely and relevant reporting in response to active
investigations or live incidents.
Improved quality and utility of suspicious reporting.
Improved law enforcement outcomes supporting investigations,
prosecutions, asset recovery or other disruption of criminal
networks.
The development of a more collaborative culture between public
agencies and regulated entities.
Heightened risk awareness in the private sector.
Increased understanding in the public sector about complex
financial issues or services and their vulnerabilities to abuse.

However, the scale is small
•

Dominated by human / in-person interaction

•

Slow transfer of information

•

Small numbers of private sector members involved

•

Limited reach into non-banking sectors

•

Limited public sector resourcing of partnership efforts

•

A limited operational bandwidth for processing cases

Partnership development themes –
Challenges and opportunities faced by public/private information
sharing partnerships.

Supervision
Legislation
Technology

Unlocking mainstream compliance resources
Realising policy objectives and providing certainty
Expanding the volume of information flow and analysis

Information security

Enabling membership growth

Risk-displacement

Protecting the wider community from harm

Knowledge management

Performance data
Public consent and accountability

Informing the resilience of the wider community
Empowering strategic decision making
Ensuring the sustainability of partnership approaches

Discussion questions…
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

What are the barriers and opportunities for public/private
financial information-sharing partnerships to grow?
Should more sectors outside of banking be involved in
public/private partnership efforts to disrupt crime and, if so, how?
Should public/private financial information-sharing partnerships
be recognised and incentivised by supervisors?
What privacy implications arise from the work of the informationsharing partnerships?
How can the use of technology increase the effectiveness of
partnership operations?

Future of Financial Intelligence Sharing
(FFIS) research programme
Understanding the role of public-private financial
information-sharing partnerships to detect, prevent
and disrupt crime.

www.future-fis.com

Aravind Narayan
Risk Solutions Consultant EMEA
Refinitiv

The Future of Fighting Financial Crime
Urgent need for a coordinated approach

Discussion
Financial, trafficking and sanctions crimes are still prevalent
and pose risks for business, the public sector and citizens

Public and private sectors are urged to take a quick stance in
this fight. Building trust and promoting collaboration is the way
forward

Information sharing and the use of technology needed to uncover
criminal networks

This is not just a compliance issue but poses a risk to the
integrity of the financial system
33

Current state
of affairs

The Financial and
Risk business of
Thomson Reuters
is now Refinitiv.
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Money laundering continues
to dominate the headlines…

‘EU drafts new money laundering laws
following bank scandals’
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Collectively, we’re 1% from total
failure…there’s a crisis of confidence
Money laundering is truly a global phenomenon
–
Chart: Estimated earnings from criminal activity in the
US, billions (tax evasion excluded)

Proceeds from criminal activity in some regions
appear to be increasing exponentially

$500
$450

–

$400

‘Technical’ compliance, rather than effectiveness,
is at the center of the current AML system

Trend line
$350
$300

–

$250

Data protection rules will impede information
sharing between the public and the private sector

$200
$150

–

$100
$50
$0
1965
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Source: UN
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Correspondent banks are terminating relationships
with regional institutions (e.g. ‘de-banking’),
creating barriers to entry and financial inclusion

The size of money laundering is greater than
any country’s GDPs, excluding the 10 largest
Refinitiv’s ‘True cost of financial crime’ report
•

$1.5 trillion in lost turnover

•

$1.3 trillion spent on combatting financial crime (3.1% of
annual turnover)

•

47% of firms have been a victim of financial crime

•

40 million are victims of modern slavery ($150 billion), see
next slide

UN report
▪

5% of global GDP in illicit proceeds from organised crime
alone

▪

Less than 1% of proceeds are seized or frozen by law
enforcement

Europol
•
37

86% is laundered through the banking system

Victims of Modern Day Slavery

Let's not forget the human cost.

The current number of
modern-day slaves is
higher than the number of
legal slaves in past
centuries. It also exceeds
the population of some of
the world’s largest cities.
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40M
Population of
Shanghai

Population of
Beijing

24M

21M

Population of
Istanbul

15M

Common challenges to perform due
diligence and monitoring
SUBSTANTIAL COMPLIANCE COST
• Compliance costs for banks and other players are significant and growing
• But, the cost of not complying is even higher
FINANCIAL EXCLUSION
• Despite proven demand for FS, the market has not yet met those demands
• Global regulators recognize and seek to curb financial exclusion
RAPIDLY EVOLVING TECHNOLOGY
• Technology advances increase the capabilities of bad actors
• Lack of regulatory standards on new technology limits ability to counter
financial crime
COMPLEX REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

• Regulatory approaches differ significantly between jurisdictions
• Sometimes there are opposing requirements
39

The need for a
collective response

The Financial and
Risk business of
Thomson Reuters
is now Refinitiv.
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Together with WEF & Europol, we formed the
Global Coalition to Fight Financial Crime
Global scope
to raise awareness and create a global standard
of cooperation to replace regional safeguards

Representing different parts of the antifinancial crime ecosystem, the Coalition
has the expertise to advocate for more
effective allocation of resources by
promoting best-in-class approaches to:
•
•
•
•
•

41

Financial crime management
Risk intelligence
Law enforcement capabilities
Public-private information sharing
Thought leadership

Key objectives
identified

Five key objectives identified:

Mitigate financial crime by:

Enhance the
effectiveness
of the global
AML regime

Identify key
weaknesses in
the current
system

Advocate tangible
reforms at political
and policy levels
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1

To raise global awareness of financial crime as
a critical challenge with grave financial and
human consequences

2

To promote more effective information sharing
between public and private entities on a
coordinated, global level

3

Propose mechanisms to identify emerging
threats & best practice approaches to develop
more robust money laundering systems and
controls

4

To identify pain points in the current AML regime and
propose solutions for addressing these

5

To support initiatives to assist governments
and law enforcement to more effectively identify
and seize the assets of criminals

Substantial work linked to the Coalition’s
objectives
1. Raise global awareness of
financial crime as a critical
challenge with grave financial
and human consequence

WEF Davos Event 2019

2. Promote more effective
information sharing between
public and private entities

3. Propose mechanisms to
identify emerging threats &
best practice approaches to
more robust ML controls

4. Identify pain points in the
current AML/CTF regime and
proposing solutions for
addressing these

Promote the Future of
Financial Intelligence
Sharing project

Regional WEF Events –
Digital Tools in the Fight
Against Financial Crime

G7 Engagement

Discussions with Policy
bodies

Nov. 21, 2018 Crypto
Event

Engagement with global
policy makers on
AML/GDPR rules

2018 Crypto Event

RUSI Financial Crime 2.0
Project

True Cost of Financial
Crime report

Slide
21

Coalition Launch

Data analytics project:
Human Trafficking
Social media campaign
reached 64 countries, 15
million

Slide
22

Generate political will to tackle financial crime
Ongoing engagement with G7
43

Slides 20
& 23

[1] Terrorist networks are increasingly interlinked
and global

Source: World Check
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[2] There’s an urgent need to find common ground
between conflicting regulatory requirements like
AML and GDPR
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[3] WE need to promote public-private
partnerships and the use of technology
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Jurisdiction

Model

Led by

Canada – Project PROTECT

Typology codevelopment

Private
sector

Netherlands – Terrorist Financing
Taskforce

Analysts colocation &
typology
development

Prosecutorled together
with police

Hong Kong Fraud and Money
Laundering Intelligence Taskforce

Tactical info
sharing linked to
typologies

Law
enforcement

UK Joint Money Laundering
Intelligence Taskforce

Tactical info
sharing linked to
typologies

Law
enforcement

Australian Fintel Alliance

Secondment
based & analyst
co-location

FIU

US Financial Crimes Enforcement
Network

Case briefing for
tactical info
sharing

FinCEN

Singapore AML/CFT Partnership

Typology codevelopment
only

Supervisor

Europol Financial Intelligence PPP

Transnational
typology
development

Europol-led

Case study:
Using analytics to uncover human trafficking
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Source: World Check

A new perspective on the financial crime
challenge – a case study in banking instability
ABLV - one the largest banks in Latvia

Latvia

Country profile: €8.1 billion in foreign deposits,
controlled by 26,000 shell companies
▪ Banking system represent 40% of Latvia’s
GDP!

▪ 12 February: FinCEN accused ABLV of ‘institutional
money laundering’
– Lost access to the USD funding market
– Within days there was a €600 million run-on-the-bank
▪ 19 February: ECB suspended all payments
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However, that’s just the beginning… where
did the illicit proceeds go?
➢ Primary deposit flow and ‘flight-tosafety’
Russia
Estonia
UK

Ukraine
Germany
Czech Republic
Switzerland

▪ Germany
▪ Switzerland
▪ Russia
➢ Secondary deposit flow destination
▪ UK
▪ Ukraine
▪ Czech Republic
▪ Estonia
▪ Cyprus

Cyprus
Primary deposit flow
49

Secondary deposit flow

Jacob Thompson
Market Development Manager, Risk, Refinitiv

Neil Marshall
Data & Screening Specialist, Finscan

Managing the risk of non-compliance
in AML whilst reducing total cost of
ownership
Jacob Thompson & Neil Marshall

Tension in AML Compliance

Effective Compliance & cost of non-compliance
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Source: McKinsey & Co report: AML journey to value competitive advantage, money 20/20 June 2019

Total Cost of Ownership

A typical AML Process
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Why World-Check Advanced?

The customer screening process
Upstream & downstream

Multiple
AML reference
data

Matching
Engine

Customer data
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Resolve
matches,
eliminate
false positives

Matches?
Single
match

Confirm
match

Risk
Assessment /
Onboarding

No match

Missed matches
(False negatives)
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Total cost of ownership
AML Reference data Cost

Customer data preparation Cost

TECHNOLOGY COST

THE COSTS YOU DON’T SEE …
OPERATIONAL COST

INDIRECT COSTS

Operational cost

The operational cost of a screening programme is proportional to alert volume and operational
staff efficiency
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Alert volume: realities
Ceteris paribus – “All else being equal”

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The more names* you screen the more alerts you get
The more AML data you screen against the more alerts you get
The better and more complete your KYX data, the fewer alerts you get
The better quality AML data you use, the fewer alerts you get
The fuzzier your matching the more alerts you get
The fewer secondary identifiers you use to eliminate matches, the more alerts you get

Take a risk-based approach to deciding what you screen
against which lists using what parameters.
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*Clients often screen things other than names, e.g. ISINs

The problem of overscreening

Overscreening occurs when you screen more than is required by regulation (“compliance
view”) or what is required to manage AML, CFT or sanctions risks (“risk view”). This is a major
contributor to operational cost.
Total WC Records

Examples include:
• Screening against sanctions from geographically distant or
irrelevant sanctions bodies
• Screening all PEPs and not developing an institutional PEP
definition informed by applicable regulatory requirements and
risks
• Screening all adverse media or all watchlist lists,
regardless of relevance or risk
• Inappropriate screening: e.g. screening payments prior to
execution against PEP data

A plethora of PEPs

Total Records
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AML Reference data

The core requirement for an AML reference dataset is to provide a comprehensive, de-duplicated,
consistent, accurate, configurable and up-to-date set of data across (1)sanctions, (2)PEPs, (3)law
enforcement lists, (4)regulatory lists and (5)adverse media records that are explicitly geared to sanctions
compliance, AML & CFT
20000

In more detail:
UN
15000
SECO
• Find a provider that is reliable and accurate
UKHMT
• Ensure your provider is global and comprehensive
10000
OFAC
DFAT
• Look for a dataset that has a highly analytical set of inclusion criteria
CANS
5000
EU
• E.g. who exactly is a PEP? Can’t just use a list of all public officials
• Ensure data are de-duplicated
0
Raw
Deduplicated
• Find a provider that allows extensive “slicing and dicing” and configuration
• Look for a provider that takes operational cost issues seriously, and provides ways to manage
these costs systematically
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Managing operational cost in World-Check

*Requires World-Check Advanced

The features and structured fields designed to help you manage operational cost

Update categorisation* for
managing ongoing screening
alert volume

PEP expiration* for
managing both initial and
ongoing alert volume

Secondary identifiers for
reducing false positives

31%
55%
8%
6%

PEP sub-categories* for
risk-ranking and PEP filtering
(e.g. PEP level with country)
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Advanced Dynamic
download to simplify data
ingestion

Field updates* for efficient
remediation of AML data
deltas

Highly structured data that
allows extensive
configuration
•

Category

•

Keywords

•

Country

•

Position

•

Etc.

Native Character Aliases*
for accurate native name
screening (without machine
transliteration)
•

>2M native names

•

49 languages

•

Arabic, Chinese, Russian,
Japanese, Hebrew, etc.

The Challenge
▪ Core Challenges
▪ Data quality of internal data is often ignored
▪ Poor quality data poses the biggest challenge to successful compliance screening –
data is the foundation
▪ Compliance officers have no control over the quality of their data, yet are
responsible for the consequences of bad data
▪ Namely, too many false positives, unnecessary due diligence, and the ultimate
risk of missing a true hit

▪ How do you empower compliance professionals to easily achieve better data
quality which in turn will produce more accurate screening results?
© Innovative Systems, Inc.

Advanced AML Compliance Solutions

©2019 Innovative Systems, Inc.
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The Right Question

Your data may be perfectly fine for the purposes of
your core applications, but is it fit for compliance?

© Innovative Systems, Inc.

Exceptional accuracy. Total confidence.

©2019 Innovative Systems, Inc.
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How to Improve Your Data – Deduplication
De-duplicating Customer Data
Our Experience
▪ Duplicate rates of 7% to 50% across clients’ multiple data sources

Why Duplicates Exist
▪ The same customer/vendor/supplier exists in multiple sources that feed into
the compliance system
▪ Lack of appropriate data controls at onboarding

Benefit of De-Duplication
▪ Prevents reviewing the same alerts several times
© Innovative Systems, Inc.

Exceptional accuracy. Total confidence.

©2019 Innovative Systems, Inc.
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Fit for Purpose – Case Study
Resolving Duplicate Alerts
Review DUPLICATE Alerts

Appl_1000

ERICK JORAH

12 EAST BOND STREET

DOYLESTOWN

PA

US

18648

Appl_1001

E JORAH

12 E BOND ST

DOYLESTOWN

PA

US

18648

Appl_1002

ERIC JORAH

12 EAST BOND STREET

DOYLESTOWN

PENNSYLVANIA

18648

Show only
ONE alert.
Show audit trail
back to related
alerts.

Review ONLY ONE Alert

Appl_1000

ERICK JORAH

12 EAST BOND STREET

DOYLESTOWN

PA

US

18648

© Innovative Systems, Inc.

Exceptional accuracy. Total confidence.

©2019 Innovative Systems, Inc.
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Fit for Purpose – Case Study
Joint Accounts
Name line
Elina Sukhorenko

Name line

Address line

Elina and Stepan Sukhorenko

Homyel’ Voblasc’

Country
Belarus

Split Into
2 Records

Name line
Stepan Sukhorenko

▪ This could be perfectly clean data for
an account-based system, but what
screening results will “Elina and
Stepan Sukhorenko” generate?

Address line
Homyel Voblasc

Address line
Homyel Voblasc

Country
Belarus

Country
Belarus

OFAC
Hit

▪ Screening each person individually ensures that:
▪ No matches are missed
▪ Reduction in false positives caused by multiple
unrelated names

© Innovative Systems, Inc.
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Exceptional accuracy. Total confidence.

©2019 Innovative Systems, Inc.

Fit for Purpose – Case Study
Understanding Organizations & Hidden Names
Screened Record #1

Input Record
Sharp Corporation
Advanced Technologies Holding Company

Remove
Noise & Split

Sharp
Screened Record #2

OFAC
Hit

Advanced Technologies Holding

▪ Perfectly clean for a supplier
management system

▪ Block unnecessary words from screening –
e.g, “Corporation” → Reduces false positives
▪ Screen the holding company →Mitigates the
risk of missing a true hit

© Innovative Systems, Inc.

Exceptional accuracy. Total confidence.

©2019 Innovative Systems, Inc.
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Fit for Purpose – Case Study
Identify the Right Names to Screen from the Input Data
Screened Record #1
Input Record
Bank Refund
Al-Rahmah Welfare Org
C/O James McClintock

Identify the
true names
that should
be screened

James McClintock
Screened Record #2
Al-Rahmah Welfare Org

OFAC
Hit

OFAC
Hit

▪ Wasted effort

▪ Missed alerts

© Innovative Systems, Inc.

Exceptional accuracy. Total confidence.

©2019 Innovative Systems, Inc.
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Fit for Purpose – Case Study
Standardize the Data Elements
Input Record

Screened Record

Jong-un Kim
Ryongsong Residence
Korea, N.
Jan 8, 1984

Jong-un Kim
Ryongsong Residence
KP
19840108
Standardize

Input Record
Jong-un Kim
Ryongsong Residence
North Korea
01/08/1984

Screened Record
Jong-un Kim
Ryongsong Residence
KP
19840108

▪ Minimize missing a true hit/ False Negative
© Innovative Systems, Inc.

Exceptional accuracy. Total confidence.

©2019 Innovative Systems, Inc.
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Warning Signs
Indicators of data quality issues
▪ Difficulty preparing data for screening
▪ “We are waiting on IT to send us appropriate data for screening system”

▪ Keep clearing the same alerts
▪ Undergoing merger/ IT transformation
▪ Adding a new data source for screening
▪ Difficulty in keeping track of all the data sources within your organization
© Innovative Systems, Inc.

Exceptional accuracy. Total confidence.

©2019 Innovative Systems, Inc.
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Getting Started on your Data Initiative
Why is a Data Analysis Important?
▪ First step to improving your data and making it fit for
Compliance purposes
▪ Diagnoses the current condition of your data – identifies types
of data issues including duplicate records and what needs to be
done to your data before using it for the compliance process
▪ Quantifies the benefit and the business case for fixing your data
in terms of screening accuracy, productivity and risk
▪ Expected decrease in false positives, and resulting savings in review
time and resources
▪ Potential risk of missed hits
© Innovative Systems, Inc.

Exceptional accuracy. Total confidence.

©2019 Innovative Systems, Inc.
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Sample Data Condition Checklist
▪ Identify missing data
▪ attribute completeness
▪ record completeness

▪ Remove dummy data
▪ Remove duplicates
▪ Remove “noise words” to get
to the true customer names
▪ e.g. ITF, Benef, ATTN, Cust
▪ e.g. Company, LLC, Org

▪ Standardize address and country data

▪ Split multiple names in name lines
▪ joint accounts (e.g. John and Mary Smith)

▪ Derive matching fields (entity /
individual)
▪ Record type from name
▪ gender from name
▪ country from address lines

▪ Extract names hidden in address lines
© Innovative Systems, Inc.

Exceptional accuracy. Total confidence.

©2019 Innovative Systems, Inc.

▪
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Aravind Narayan
Risk Solutions Specialist EMEA
Refinitiv

World-Check One:
Media, Vessel and
Beneficiary
Ownership screening
Introduction to Media-Check, Vessel-Check and UBO-Check as part
of the World-Check One platform

Structured vs. Unstructured Negative Media Content

77

Media-Check, Harnessing Artificial Intelligence

A unique media screening and processing feature powered by artificial
intelligence (AI) that helps address the regulatory and reputational
consequences of overlooking key data in the fight against financial crime.
An opt-in, integrated feature that delivers machine learning capability increasing
efficiency by filtering unstructured content from over 16,000 global print and web
sources, giving institutions more accurate and relevant data faster.
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Intelligent Tagging and Classification – Taming Unstructured Content

Unstructured Content

AI

Structure

KYC
Taxonomy
Traditionally licensed content
Royalty based redistribution
13,000+ quality sources
Newswires
Global, national and regional
newspapers
Government
Full-text search and archive
Intelligent tagging
23 languages
Continuously updated

Name
Extraction
Document
Topics

Risk Detection
3000+ sources
Online News
Law enforcement
Blogs
Full text searching
Intelligent tagging
13 languages
Updated 4 times a day
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Search and
Retrieval

Event
Clustering

Delivery

World-Check
One

Initial
Screening

Relationships
On-going
Screening

Using Natural Language Processing (NLP) to Identify False Positive Risk Relationships

Traditional aggregator/
Web search engine approach

Our unique approach

Job role

Officer Jane Doe arrested the accused Joe Bloggs

Entity facing risk

Officer Jane Doe arrested the accused Joe Bloggs
Joseph Bloggs
Joseph Peter Bloggs
Joe P. Bloggs

In this example, both Jane Doe and Joe Bloggs would be
marked as possible matches due to their name appearing
near negative keywords. Any article referring to “Joseph
Bloggs” would be missed.
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By using artificial intelligence, we can provide intelligent
“name matching” and surface articles where an entity is more
likely facing a risk. In this case, “Joe Bloggs” is the entity
facing a risk.

Taxonomy – Categorizing Unstructured Content

Environmental risk

Financial risk/health

Financial crime

Intellectual property rights/brand
infringements/anticompetitive behavior

Sanctions enforcement and restrictions

Terrorism related matters

Political exposure

Social risk inc. employment practices,
child exploitation, conflict minerals,
forced and slave labor,
human rights violations

Banking risk inc. clients, products,
business practices

Theft, fraud, bribery, corruption,
abuse of power, forgery and counterfeiting,
tax evasion, embezzlement

Accusation
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Crime inc. conspiracy, collusion,
cross-border, organized crime,
trafficking, weapons, violence,
war crimes

Information security, IT governance,
security breaches, cybercrime

Charge

Conviction

Exoneration
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What is Vessel Check?

World-Check One Vessel Check is an opt-in,

integrated feature that delivers a
powerful combination of trusted and
accurate data sets for comprehensive screening,
all on a

single platform.

There is risk when conducting business at sea
Any company transporting cargo by sea runs the risk of unwittingly
engaging a compromised vessel

This can result in:
• Reputational damage
• Financial loss
• The seizure of goods

• Fines and penalties
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The three step process at a glance

*

* Optional add-on
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About IHS maritime data
Information on the IHS database covers:

Detailed data includes details of:

All ships of “100GT and above

• Operator

• 190,000+ ships

• Group beneficial owner

• 200,000+ related companies

• Ship manager

• 600+ fields of data

• Dock company

• 7 levels of ownership

• Registered owner

• 11+ years of vessel history

• Technical manager

• Service Inspections History

• Current and previous vessel name/s
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World-Check One:
UBO Check
Powered by Dun & Bradstreet
The power of establishing a risk based approach for UBO,
from screening to enhanced due diligence checks
designed to fit your specific needs

Beneficial ownership and the law

• 4th AMLD: Global anti-money laundering (AML)
and financial crime laws require organizations
to identify, validate and screen the UBOs, both
direct and indirect, of an entity before
establishing a business relationship.
• 5th AMLD: Setting up better systems to help
become more effective in the investigation of
UBOs. Central register, better communication
across boarders
• 6th AMLD: Set to land in end of 2020 more data
on criminal activities for screening is required.
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World-Check One: UBO Check

Organizations struggle to verify ownership hierarchies

• Ownership information may be fragmented, stored
in different locations, or difficult to find
• Legal entities that are established in high secrecy
jurisdictions
• Different jurisdictions often have different methods
of defining and recording ownership
• Documentation held in varying languages
• Financial criminals may deliberately create layers
of opacity
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World-Check One: UBO Check

Our solution: Market-leading data sets combined in one platform

Dun and Bradstreet UBO data
has over 30,000 data sources in
more than 215 countries to
support UBO identification and
validation
And

Refinitiv’s market-leading World-Check
Risk Intelligence data, with over 4 million
structured records, including more than
700 sanctions, watch and enforcement
lists to screen names against, to reveal
possible regulatory or reputational risk

90 World-Check One: UBO Check

Integrated in to our award
winning World-Check One
screening platform with time
and cost saving workflow
solution tools to help you
make informed business
decisions faster

About Dun & Bradstreet data

• Nearly ninety percent of the Fortune 500,
and companies of every size around the
world, rely on Dun & Bradstreet data,
insights and analytics

• A truly global view
• Information is kept up-to-date and relevant
through automated data capture process

• Covers companies in over 215 countries
• More than a century of experience

• 100 million connections and beneficial
ownership calculations down to 0.01%
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World-Check One: UBO Check

About World-Check Risk Intelligence

• Over 400 highly trained researchers

• Screen for PEP, watch list or sanctions
exposure, as well as negative media

• Expertise in more than 60 languages
• Over 4 million highly structured records
• Over 700 sanctions, regulatory and law
enforcement lists
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World-Check One: UBO Check

• Thousands of media sources, company
information and regulatory filings
• Exclusive features to help you work more
efficiently

Integrated workflow for verifying and screening beneficiary owners

• Combining world-leading data sources
• Integrated workflow enables greater
efficiency in AML operations through
seamlessly importing UBO data into the
screening process
• Innovative visualisation capabilities help
identify hidden relationships and potential
risk
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World-Check One: UBO Check

Advanced Case Manager functionality uses
parent case logic that allows linked entities
to be grouped to build a holistic view of
ownership and potential risk

UBO Check in
Action

UBO Check in Action
Find a company Search and screen

Screen for entering your
search criteria note the
fields with * are
compulsory fields to
activate your search.

The screenshots will be replaced
from time to time
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World-Check One: UBO Check

UBO Check in Action
Visualization of relationship and ownership

The screenshots will be replaced
from time to time
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World-Check One: UBO Check

UBO Check in Action
Taking it one step further with Enhanced Due Diligence (EDD) reports

Order
EDD
report

The screenshots will be replaced
from time to time
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World-Check One: UBO Check

Kathleen Wainwright
Regional Managers of Business Intelligence EMEA

Refinitiv

High Risk Customers
and Third Parties
How to identify, manage and address your risks by partnering with Refinitiv
Kathleen Wainwright
Regional Manager of Business Intelligence, Enhanced Due Diligence
3rd October, 2019
The Financial and
Risk business of
Thomson Reuters
is now Refinitiv.

AGENDA
1. WHY ENHANCED DUE DILIGENCE?
2. RESEARCH ELEMENTS
3. HOW WE SUPPORT OUR CLIENTS

WHY ENHANCED DUE DILIGENCE?

Enhanced Due Diligence (EDD) reports provide detailed research into the reputation and background of
entities in order to provide clients with the intelligence they need to make decisions.

EDD Reports are used to:
• Protect against reputational damage
• Ensure supply chain security and integrity
• Comply with legislation
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EDD reports support various different customers

Customers

Report
Type

Drivers

Customer
Need

Third Party Risk
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KYC/Private
Wealth
Management

PreTransactional

Citizenship/
Residency by
Investment

• Before IPOs, M&A or equity
investments
• Information on Financial,
Environmental, Labour Crimes
(alongside the legal and financial
investigations)

• All applications
• Detailed background checks on
the applicants and their spouses
and children including Source of
Wealth and Funds verification

• All Medium/High Risk suppliers,
distributors or vendors
• Information on Financial or Labour
Crimes

• Where a risk is identified (eg. PEP)
in Onboarding/KYC
• Information on Source of Wealth
and Financial Crime connections

UKBA, FCPA, UK Modern Slavery
Reputational Risk

AML/CTF Regulation
Reputational Risk

Reputational Risk

Reputational Risk (Bribery &
Corruption and AML)

Lite
Standard

Standard/Premium
Source of Wealth

Standard (across all related subjects)
Premium

Premium

• Corporates
• Financial Institutions

•
•
•
•

Wealth and Asset Managers
Banks
Private Equity
Payments

• Investment Banks
• Private Equity
• Law Firms

• Government Agencies (CIU)
• Agents

AGENDA
1. WHY ENHANCED DUE DILIGENCE?
2. RESEARCH ELEMENTS: FOCUS ON
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
3. HOW WE SUPPORT OUR CLIENTS

RESEARCH ELEMENTS

Registration Data
UBO
Comprehensive Media
and Internet Searches
Global Compliance Check
Litigation, Bankruptcy,
Regulatory, Law Enforcement

Business Intelligence
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Edit presentation title on Slide Master using Insert > Header & Footer

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Complemented by
interviews with
discreet industry
sources
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Business intelligence complements public-domain research
Business intelligence provides insights in addition to the information
collected through public-domain research.
Speaking directly to sources gives us access to intelligence which has
not been published. BI sources are selected for their authority and
proximity to subjects.
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Why Refinitiv Business Intelligence?
Refinitiv has an
unparalleled network of
trusted sources we can
rely on to retrieve
intelligence about even
very low profile subjects.
Interviews are conducted
discreetly and ethically.
Strict quality controls.
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When is BI most valuable?
Strong case
for BI
• High risk environment
• Lack of independent institutions
• Lack of reliable public domain
records
• Limited media coverage

Reuters/Andrew Biraj
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1

Business Intelligence

AGENDA
1. WHY ENHANCED DUE DILIGENCE?
2. RESEARCH ELEMENTS
3. HOW WE SUPPORT OUR CLIENTS:
CUSTOMIZED REPORTS

CUSTOMIZED APPROACH
Let us help you do what you do

Targeted EDD

• Working to Client’s templates (including
supporting documents)
• Hybrid research methodology
• Client’s risk assessment
• Great track record against strict quality control

• Beyond reputational overview
• Query-oriented research
• Insights into specific issues
• High-severity cases
• Extensive, high-value reports
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Industry risk report: extractives sector in Zimbabwe
BI sources contributed expert
insight to help our client
understand the opportunities
and risks of entering the
extractives sector in Zimbabwe
following the fall of the Mugabe
regime.
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SOURCE OF WEALTH EDD
SoW EDD aims to build a profile of a
subject’s current and past activities to
explain his or her source of wealth.
SoW EDD goes beyond simply
identifying assets.
A SoW assessment may be extended to
cover the original holder of the wealth.
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BI sources fill in the gaps
BI sources explained how a
wealthy Russian businessman had
made $40mn USD in the mid1990s through a very low profile
company.
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Refinitiv EDD research centers

RESEARCH TEAMS
Beijing

25

Gdynia

20

Hong Kong

10

Katowice

44

London

6

Mumbai

44

Panama

39

Penang

76

Seoul

1

Shenzhen

12

Singapore

3

Washington DC

1

Paris

2
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Research strength
•
•
•
•
•

Over 250 research analysts
One of the largest research teams in the industry
Over 60 languages
Cost-effective solutions
Fast turn-around-time

Research coverage
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open source media
Commercial databases
Public records/primary source
Litigation/regulatory/bankruptcy
Hard-to-obtain information
Refinitiv World-Check
Company ownership data

Key points of differentiation

Unparalleled knowledge and experience

PWC ISAE 3000 Security certification

We are the only provider with Knowledge Management, Audit and
Content teams who identify the best sources in each location. AI
powered tools allow more precise and faster process.

We are the only EDD provider with ISAE 3000 certification. Our
secure online portal makes it easy to order, track and administer.

Our staff are Counter Fraud Specialists and Certified Anti-Money
Laundering Specialists.

Consistent quality and ethical practices
We average 120+ reports per day globally, yet we have a proven
track record of 99.7% quality success consistently.
Highest ethical standard of collecting human intelligence
via the most comprehensive network of sources in the market.

API facility allows integration with clients’ management systems.
EDD data is hosted in ISO/IEC 2700127001 certified
data centers.

A proven and trusted supplier to the corporate and financial
industry
In the corporate sector we work for
- one of the top 5 automotive company with over $80 billion revenue

- four of the top 10 technology companies by revenue
- third globally largest pharmaceutical company
We have hundreds of clients across all sectors, including extractives,
retail, energy, defence, aerospace, construction and education.
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Thank you

